WHAT
IS BUNGEE
TM
WORKOUT

“

SERIOUSLY ADDICTIVE AND DELIVERING AN EXERCISE
EXPERIENCE YOU NEVER THOUGHT POSSIBLE, YOU’LL
GET HOOKED AND HIGH WITH BUNGEE WORKOUT ™
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WHAT
IS BUNGEE
TM
WORKOUT
THE WORLD’S ONE AND ONLY APPROVED
BUNGEE-ASSISTED FITNESS WORKOUT CREATED
WITH PASSION AND EXPERTISE BY WIRED AERIAL
THEATRE FOR AN EXTRAORDINARY AND UNIQUE
EXERCISE EXPERIENCE …
BUNGEE WORKOUT™ is a unique three-dimensional fitness experience that delivers fun,
flight and freedom in a full body workout.
Brought to you by Wired Aerial Theatre, passionate pioneers of the bungee technique for
nearly 20 years, BUNGEE WORKOUT™ is the culmination of years’ worth of development
and increasing market demand for a quality bungee fitness product.
Seriously addictive and delivering an exercise experience you never thought possible,
you’ll get hooked and high with BUNGEE WORKOUT™.
BUNGEE WORKOUT™ is for those who want to go beyond any exercise they’ve ever
experienced and dive into a 360 degree dynamic workout where squats, lunges and
press-ups are super-sized to half-moons, swallows and praying mantis.
Borne out of a wealth of experience and knowledge from the world of fitness, dance and
aerial theatre, BUNGEE WORKOUT™ is a unique technique using your body to bounce,
burn and buzz your way to fitness.
Our carefully crafted and hand assembled bungee units ensure that every age, every ability,
every size and every body can enjoy the exhilarating exercise experience that is BUNGEE
WORKOUT™.
Comfort, well-being and the best possible in-air experience underpins the detailed
development of our equipment, technique and training. Coupled with extensive technical
expertise you can be sure of a safe flight with BUNGEE WORKOUT™.
EXPERIENCE THE ORIGINAL AND THE BEST. BECOME A BUNGEE JUNKIE.
GO ON, WE DARE YOU!

Flying in the face of fitness: BUNGEE WORKOUT
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BUNGEE WORKOUT™ IS A UNIQUE
THREE-DIMENSIONAL, 360° FITNESS
EXPERIENCE THAT DELIVERS FUN,
FLIGHT AND FREEDOM IN A FULL
BODY WORKOUT; YOU’LL THINK YOU
CAN FLY …
BUNGEE WORKOUT™ was created by Wired Aerial Theatre, world renowned
aerial pioneers who have been refining, testing, trialling and developing their
unique fitness technique for many years. A constant obsession and exploration
into the exaggeration of physical movements which are impossible to perform
without BUNGEE WORKOUT™ specific equipment led to the development of
this unique technique.
Wired Aerial Theatre work at the height of their industry supporting global stars such as Pink, Lady
Gaga and Diversity in thrilling mass audiences with their aerial dance and stunt performances.
Borne out of a wealth of experience and knowledge from the world of fitness, dance and aerial
theatre, BUNGEE WORKOUT™ is a unique technique using your body to bounce, burn and buzz
your way to fitness. Our carefully crafted and hand assembled bungee units ensure that every age,
every ability, every size and every body can enjoy the exhilarating exercise experience that is
BUNGEE WORKOUT™.
Comfort, well-being and the best possible in-air experience underpins the detailed development of
our equipment, technique and training. Coupled with extensive technical expertise you can be sure
of a safe flight with BUNGEE WORKOUT™.
BUNGEE WORKOUT™ is for those who want to go beyond any exercise they’ve ever experienced
and dive into a 360 degree dynamic workout where squats, lunges and press-ups are super-sized
half-moons, swallows and praying mantis.
Brought to you by Wired Aerial Theatre, passionate pioneers of the bungee technique for nearly
20 years, BUNGEE WORKOUT™ is the culmination of years’ worth of development and increasing
market demand for a quality bungee fitness product.
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“

THE WORLD’S ONE AND ONLY
APPROVED BUNGEE ASSISTED
FITNESS WORKOUT INSPIRED BY
THEATRE, LED BY DREAMS AND
THE DESIRE TO FLY …

”

Every age, ability, size and body: BUNGEE WORKOUT
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